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secure network architecture and design

Overview

network communication usually described in

terms of layers with several layering models

the most common being

TCP/IP (don't confuse with TCP/IP protocols)

comprise the four layers

encapsulation is common to both the OSI

model and the TCP/IP model

protocols that are difficult to assign to any particular layer

IP networking

responsible for sending packets from

the source to the destination hosts

Unreliable protocol

Divides packets into fragments when

two large for a network

hosts distinguished by IP addresses of

their network interfaces

networks are typically divided into subnets

IPv6

Transmission control protol

user datagram protocol (UDP

Internet – Internet

extranet

dynamic host configuration protocol

appendices DHCP

Internet control message protocol (I CMP)

ping of death

Ping Scanning

trace route exploitation

Remote procedure calls

OSI and TCP/IP
OSI containing seven layers

7.Application

6. Presentation

5. Session

describe the handshake between applications

there are multiple protocols with layer 5

4. Transport

3. Network

2.Data link

1. physical

describes the networking hardware such as

electrical signals and network interfaces and

cabling

The purpose of OSI model is to show how to

facilitate communication between different

systems without requiring changes to the logic

of the underlying hardware and software.The

OSI model isn't a protocol; it is a model for

understanding and designing a network

architecture that is flexible, robust and

interoperable.

In many widely used applications and

protocols there is no distinction between the

presentation and application layers

TCP/IP

Directory services

implications of multi-layer protocols

Converged Protocols

Securing Network Components

secure routing/deterministic routing

boundary routers

security perimeter

first line of protection between trusted and

un-trusted networks and includes

firewall and router that help filter traffic

proxies and devices such as intrusion detection systems (IDS)

meant to provide early warning of upstream

attacks and threat activities

network partitioning

dual homed host

Bastion Host

demilitarized zone

also known as the screen subnet

Allows an organization to get external hosts

limited access to public resources like a

company website without access to the

internal network

Typically it's an isolated subnet to test your

firewall which has three interfaces

internal

external

DMZ

hardware

Transmission media

Network access control devices

endpoint security

Content distribution networks

secure communication channels

Network attacks

the network as an enabler or channel of attack

The network as a bastion of defense

Network security objectives and attack Modes

domain litigation

open mail relay servers

Scanning techniques

methodology of an attack

network security tools and tasks

intrusion detection system

Security event management

IP fragmentation attacks and crafted

packets Teardrpo

source routing exploitation

Smurf and fraggal attacks

NFS attacks

network news transport protocol security

Finger user information protocol

denial of service / distributed denial of service attacks

spoofing IP Address spoofing and

SYN-ACK attacks

email spoofing

SMTP does not possess an adequate

authentication mechanism, taking email

spoofing very obfuscates the identity of the sender

DNS spoofing

manipulation of DNS queries

information disclosure

namespace related risks

Session hijacking

SYN Scanning

TCP half scanning (also known as TCP SYN

Scanning) complete connection is opened

instead initial steps in the shape of the form

so doesn't show up application logs

action countermeasures include appropriately equipped firewalls
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